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Overview
Speciality
Lightweight
Headphone Design
In-Ear
Microphone
Yes
Tangle-Free Cable
To some extent
Plug Type
3.5mm
Cable Length
110cm
Weight
41g
Dimensions
3 x 1.5 x 2 cm
Positives
Bass performance
Reasonable price
Lightweight
Remote mic/button
Negatives
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Plastic body
Bass dominant
Our Rating
User Rating
Rate Here
Design
7.0
—
Durability
8.0
—
Sound
9.0
—
Value for money
8.5
—
Bottom Line
JBL T100a is a lightweight headphone with a reasonable price. Its a perfect deal for bass lovers with a bass
performance which is too good. And with an inline remote/mic there isn't much left that you ask of it for its price.
8.1
Our Rating
—
User Rating
You have rated this
JBL T100a is a midrange in-ear headphone with a single button remote mic and some seriously booming bass.
This in-ear headphone is a potential replacement for the stock headphones which mostly comes with any new
handset. If you like intense lows and powerful bass then keep reading because this review can give you a lot of
insights about how JBL T100a can meet your needs.
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The JBL T100a is a lightweight and comfortable in-ear headphones that deliver signature JBL sound. The
headphone comes with three different sizes of silicon ear tip (S, M & L). The box also contains warranty and
safety notes. They are available in white, black and red colour. The headphone has 8 mm drivers that delivers a
clear sound in the 20 Hz to 22 kHz frequency range and packs a punch of deep and powerful PureBass
performance.
It has an inline remote with mic and a circular button so you can answer calls without taking your headphones
off. The mic has noise cancellation and the record quality of inline mic is kind of okay. Also the mic is positioned
perfectly right next to the chin so you don’t have to struggle holding the mic near your mouth using your hands.
The button on the remote can be used to pick/drop calls & play/pause/skip tracks. It has a thin cable which is 1.1
m long and has a rubber coating which makes it tangle free to some extent. It also comes with a shirt clip which
can be used to keep the cable strain free.
To talk about the build quality and design, the housing is made of plastic that makes the headphone comfortable
on the ears and lightweight. The oval shaped body prevents the headphones from sliding out of your ear. The ear
buds are made up of gel rubber to grip perfectly inside the ear. The built quality of the chord is average but we
can say it is good enough for the price range. T100a comes with a 3.5 mm gold plated jack. The earphone has
impedance rating of 16 Ohms and a sensitivity of 100 dB, enough to deliver sufficient sound output.
I wouldn’t say that T100a sound is balanced but it is definitely clean and punchy. It performs really well with bass
dominated songs. Although the highs and mids are not well balanced, the headphones give undistorted bass
performance even at maximum volume. Many headphones double its price lack this kind of output. The
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headphones sound a little muddy when listening to multi instrument songs, if JBL had balanced the sound by
keeping the mids and highs a bit more brighter then this problem would have also been resolved but
nevertheless a clean and undistorted bass performance is worth a lot more.
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